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adventure for children and adults everywhere from Sir
Michael Morpurgo, the nation’s favourite storyteller and
multi-million copy bestselling author of WAR HORSE.
The Christmas Truce Carol Ann Duffy 2014-09 Down at the
Front, on a cold winter's night in 1914, amidst the
worst war the world had ever seen, an inexplicable
silence spread from man to man. Belief was in the air.
Then the soldiers ceased fire and the magic of Christmas
took hold . . .Carol Ann Duffy's brilliant new poem
celebrates the miraculous truce between the trenches,
when enemy shook hands with enemy, shared songs, swapped
gifts, even played football, and peace found a place in
No Man's Land.
Dolphin Boy Michael Morpurgo 2013-12-31 Jim lives in a
fishing village - but no-one goes fishing any more as
all the fish have gone. One day, Jim spots a dolphin
beached on the sand. He runs to get help, and everyone
works together to return the dolphin to the water.
Afterwards, the dolphin stays in the harbour, playing
with the swimmers - and he even carries Jim on his back!
Then the dolphin disappears, and everyone is so
sorrowful they take out a boat to find him. Suddenly the
sea is boiling with dolphins leaping out of the sea!
They have come to stay - and the village comes to life
with tourists, mended boats, and dolphins!
Two Giants Michael Foreman 2015-05-01 The two giants
live in a part of the world where everything is perfect
and they are the best of friends - until they quarrel.
Then their beautiful world becomes dark and miserable.
What will it take for them to become friends again?
Could it be something to do with their prized socks?
The Lion and the Unicorn Shirley Hughes 2000 Lenny, a
Jewish boy living in London during the Blitz in World
War II, must adjust to many changes and find the true
meaning of courage when he is evacuated to a large
mansion in the English countryside.
Christmas in the Trenches John McCutcheon 2006 A World
War I veteran tells his grandson of his experiences in
1914, when British and German soldiers declared a truce
from fighting to celebrate Christmas together. By the
illustrator of The Yellow Star.
The Tortoise and the Soldier Michael Foreman 2016-11-08
While fighting for England in World War I, Henry Friston
sees extraordinary sights--foreign lands and fighting
armies and oceans that stretch to the horizon. But it's
while under fire in the trenches at Gallipoli that he
sees the most extraordinary sight of all: a tortoise.
Inspired, he discovers the strength he needs to survive,
and, together, he and his tortoise escape the battle. So
begins the friendship of a lifetime. Based on true
events and with charming illustrations, The Tortoise and
the Soldier is an amazing story of war, courage, and
friendship by Michael Foreman.
Poppy Field Michael Morpurgo 2018-10-04 A new wartime
classic from two legends of children's literature!
Michael Morpurgo and Michael Foreman have teamed up with
the British Legion to tell a new story inspired by the
history of the poppy. When John McCrae wrote his famous

Tales From Outer Suburbia Shaun Tan 2008-06-01 From the
much-acclaimed creator of The Arrival, The Red Tree and
The Lost Thing, fifteen intriguing illustrated stories
about the mysteries that lurk below the surface of
suburban life.
Dinosaurs and All that Rubbish Michael Foreman 1999
After humans leave the barren Earth for a distant star,
the dinosaurs come back to life and tidy up the mess
that the humans have left behind. The dinosaurs will
only then allow the humans to come back to Earth once
they have agreed that the planet should be shared and
enjoyed by everyone.
Mrs Armitage on Wheels Quentin Blake 1999 Relates the
misadventures of Miss Armitage as she makes increasingly
complicated modifications of her bicycle.
Worth a Thousand Words Bette DeBruyne Ammon 1996 Offers
ideas for using the listed childrens books in grades up
to high school in such areas as math, drama, and writing
War Boy Michael Foreman 1990 The author, an illustrator
of children's books, recounts his childhood experiences
growing up on the east coast of England during World War
II
The Mozart Question Michael Morpurgo 2015-11 A young
journalist goes to Venice, Italy, to interview a famous
violinist, who tells the story of his parents'
incarceration by the Nazis, and explains why they can no
longer listen to the music of Mozart.
An Educator's Guide to the Perspectives on History
Series JoAnne Weisman Deitch 1996-09 Based on the idea
that the study of history should include the
perspectives of all the people who lived during a
certain time period, this unit offers as many different
points of view as possible. Students are introduced to
primary source materials and exposed to literature
(especially historical fiction), poetry, and drama that
reflects the period being studied. The guide is divided
into the following sections: (1) "Integrating History
and Literature"; (2) "History's Habits of the Mind"; (3)
"Memory Power"; (4) "Questioning Techniques"; (5)
"Finding Primary Sources"; (6) "Incorporating Primary
Sources"; (7) "Written Documents"; (8) "Photos and
Graphic Documents"; (9) "Song/Poem Document"; (10)
"Cartoon Documents"; (11) "Artifact Documents"; (12)
"Map Reading"; (13) "Charts and Graphs"; and (14)
"Teaching Notes for the 'Perspectives on History
Series.'" This last section contains historical
materials on the following topics: Colonial History;
Western Themes; Relocation and Immigration; Women's
History; The Black Experience; Justice and the Law; 19th
Century Industrialization and Labor History; 20th
Century; and War and Conflict. Appendixes contain a
bibliography, reprints from the National Standards for
United States History (Grades 5-12), and recommended
resources for teachers and librarians of Grades 5-12.
(BT)
Boy Giant: Son of Gulliver Michael Morpurgo 2019-09-19 A
stunning new story of hope, humanity and high-seas
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poem "In Flanders Field" among the trenches of war-torn
Belgium, neither he nor a local village girl who saves a
discarded draft of it could know what enormous power
that poem would have on generations to come.
Prefixes and Other Word-Initial Elements Urdang Staff
1996
War Game Michael Foreman 1994 Four English boys emerge
from the trenches of World War I during a Christmas Day
cease-fire and join in an enlightening soccer game
involving soldiers from both sides of the war, in a
story based on an actual event.
Little Manfred Michael Morpurgo 2011-06-09 Discover the
beautiful stories of Michael Morpurgo, author of
Warhorse and the nation’s favourite storyteller The
heart-lifting, heartbreaking story by Michael Morpurgo,
the nation’s favourite storyteller.
Noa and the Little Elephant Michael Foreman 2021-03-04 A
heart-warming and achingly relevant story about elephant
conservation, from picture book legend, Michael Foreman.
Developing Children’s Critical Thinking through
Picturebooks Mary Roche 2014-07-25 This accessible text
will show students and class teachers how they can
enable their pupils to become critical thinkers through
the medium of picturebooks. By introducing children to
the notion of making-meaning together through thinking
and discussion, Roche focuses on carefully chosen
picturebooks as a stimulus for discussion, and shows how
they can constitute an accessible, multimodal resource
for adding to literacy skills, while at the same time
developing in pupils a far wider range of literary
understanding. By allowing time for thinking about and
digesting the pictures as well as the text, and then
engaging pupils in classroom discussion, this book
highlights a powerful means of developing children’s
oral language ability, critical thinking, and visual
literacy, while also acting as a rich resource for
developing children’s literary understanding.
Throughout, Roche provides rich data and examples from
real classroom practice. This book also provides an
overview of recent international research on doing
‘interactive read alouds’, on what critical literacy
means, on what critical thinking means and on
picturebooks themselves. Lecturers on teacher education
courses for early years or primary levels, classroom
teachers, pre-service education students, and all those
interested in promoting critical engagement and dialogue
about literature will find this an engaging and very
insightful text.
Stubby: A True Story of Friendship Michael Foreman
2018-10-04 Stubby was a brave soldier, a loyal friend...
and a dog. From an army training camp to the trenches in
France, this is the incredible true story of Sergeant
Stubby, the dog who served bravely in the First World
War, sniffing out gas attacks, catching spies and
winning the hearts of his fellow soldiers. ‘A wonderful
story of courage, bravery, loyalty and friendship.’
Early Years Educator ‘...a moving insight into the
horrors of the war as seen through the story of the
exceptional contribution of a stray dog.’
LoveReading4Kids ‘...its lessons are important for each
new generation’ Evening Echo
Memorial Gary Crew 2015-05-13 A moving and inspiring
story about how we remember the past from two of
Australia's most acclaimed picture book creators, Gary
Crew and Shaun Tan. When the soldiers return in 1918, a
memorial tree is planted ... 'Lest We Forget'. But
generations later, what do those who pause in the
shadows of the tree's immense branches remember? Gary
Crew is well known for his rich, multi-layered and
intensely suspenseful bestselling novels for young
adults. Four times the winner of the CBC Book of the
Year Award, as well as other numerous awards, Gary was a
high school English teacher for eighteen years, before
turning to university lecturing and full-time writing.
He lives in Queensland. Shaun Tan grew up in Perth and
war-game-michael-foreman-guided

graduated from the University of Western Australia with
joint honours in Fine Arts and English Literature. He
began drawing and painting images for science fiction
and horror stories in small-press magazines as a
teenager, and has since become best known for
illustrated books that deal with social, political and
historical subjects through surreal, dream-like imagery.
His works include THE RED TREE, THE LOST THING, RULES OF
SUMMER and the acclaimed wordless novel THE ARRIVAL. All
have been widely translated throughout Europe, Asia and
South America, and are enjoyed by readers of all ages.
War Boy Michael Foreman 1991-01-01 Michael Foreman woke
up when an incendiary bomb dropped through the roof of
his Lowestoft home. Luckily, it missed his bed by
inches, bounced off the floor and exploded up the
chimney. So begins Michael's fascinating, brilliantly
illustrated tale of growing up on the Suffolk frontline
during World War II. He tells how he and his friends and
family coped with bombing raids and deadly doodlebugs,
how gas masks were great for making rude noises, and how
nothing could beat rabbit pie! ' ... vivid, humorous and
touching' Guardian.
The Last Child on St Kilda Beth Waters 2019-02-05 Norman
John Gillies was one of the last children ever born on
St Kilda, five years before the whole population was
evacuated forever. People had lived on these islands for
over 4000 years, developing a thriving, tightly-knit
society. Why and how did this ancient way of life
suddenly cease in 1930?
I'll Take You to Mrs Cole! Nigel Gray 1998 Threatened
with a visit to Mrs. Cole by his working mother whenever
he doesn't get his chores done in her absence, a young
boy finally searches out the woman on his own and finds
out what things really happen at her house.
War Game Michael Foreman 2006-10-23 A special lavishly
illustrated new edition of Michael Foreman's classic
story. It's 1914 when everything changes for a group of
bys growing up and playing football in the Suffolk
countryside. Far away, in a place called Sarajevo, an
Archduke has been killed and a web of global events
results in a call for all British men to do their duty
'for King and Country' and join the army to fight the
germans overseas. The boys sign up for what sounds like
an adventure and a chance to see the world. After basic
training the boys sail to France where they find
themselves fighting on the front line. Living in the
trenches in constant fear for their lives is nothing
like they expected and only a bombed-out wasteland, noman's-land, separates their trences from those of their
German enemies. Then, on Christmas Day, something
remarkable happens as the German and British armies stop
fighting and meet in the middle of no-man's-land. The
enemies talk, play football and become friends. But the
war isn't over, the two sides resume fighting and the
group of Suffolk lads are ordered to charge across noman's-land...
Cat and Dog Michael Foreman 2015-12-03 When Cat is
accidentally whisked away in a fish van, her kittens
find themselves all alone. Left to fend for themselves
they don't know how to survive, until an unlikely new
friend comes along... an old dog who looks after them
until mum returns.
War Game Jillian Powell 2011-09-01 Read & Respond: War
Game provides teachers with a wealth of resources to
teach War Game by Michael Foreman. Notes and activities
reflect the way that teachers teach now and include
shared texts, guided reading notes, reading activities,
speaking and listening activities, writing projects and
assessment guidance. War Game is a heart-felt story
about a group of boys who go to France in the First
World War.
Jamal's Journey Michael Foreman 2017-02-02 Jamal is a
little camel so he must walk, walk, walk through the
desert. One day he becomes separated from his friend,
the boy, but a wise falcon helps to reunite them. They
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like, and to experience the excitement of war and
battles. The title is the first in a trilogy.
The Amazing Tale of Ali Pasha Michael Foreman 2014-05 On
6th May 1915, Henry Friston, a 21-year-old seaman,
rejoined his battleship after ten days in Hell,
otherwise known only as 'X Beach', Gallipoli. Henry,
ferrying the wounded from the battlefield, had not slept
or eaten for three days. Somehow, in the midst of the
bombardments he met an unlikely companion - a tortoise.
Beowulf Michael Morpurgo 2015-02-10 A retelling of
Britain's oldest epic vividly brings to life a
Scandinavian warrior named Beowulf who, after defeating
two great evils, meets his match in the death-dragon of
the deep, Grendel.
Mia's Story Michael Foreman 2007-04 Mia lives with her
family in a small South American village beneath the
snowy mountains. Their house is put together from the
dumped rubbish of the city. One day Mia's father brings
her a puppy, which she calls Poco because he's so small.
When Poco runs away, Mia travels far up into the
mountains to search for him.
When The World Was Ours Liz Kessler 2021-01-21 ONE
MOMENT CAN CHANGE A LIFE FOREVER. ‘An exceptional read’
The Sunday Times ‘Vital glimmers of hope enlighten this
profoundly poignant book’ Guardian A powerful and heartbreaking novel about three childhood friends living
during the Second World War whose fates are closely
intertwined, even when their lives take very different
courses. Inspired by a true story, this is the perfect
read for fans of The Book Thief and Anne Frank’s The
Diary of a Young Girl. Vienna, 1936. Elsa, Leo and Max
have always been best friends, a special team of three.
Then the Nazis come. As a growing darkness descends
around them, Leo and Elsa run for their lives, taking
two very different paths across Europe. And Max, once
their closest friend, now becomes the enemy as he is
drawn into the Hitler Youth. Will the friends ever find
their way back to each other? Will they want to?
Inspired by a true story, WHEN THE WORLD WAS OURS is an
extraordinary novel that is as powerful as it is
heartbreaking, and shows how the bonds of love, family
and friendship allow glimmers of hope to flourish, even
in the most hopeless of times. Three friends. Two sides.
One memory.

go on to explore the city and its exciting sights and
sounds. A modern tale of friendship and adventure from
the twice Greenaway Award-winning author/illustrator,
Michael Foreman.
Primary English Curriculum Guide Christine Moorcroft
2013-11-26 First Published in 2001. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Kensuke's Kingdom Michael Morpurgo 2003 When Michael is
swept off his family's yacht, he washes up on a desert
island, where he struggles to survive--until he finds he
is not alone.
One World Michael Foreman 2020-01-02 4 yrs+
Seal Surfer Michael Foreman 2005-08-04 Although he is on
crutches, a boy goes to the beach with his grandfather
where they watch a seal being born, and during the
following seasons the boy and the seal develop a special
bond.
The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips Michael Morpurgo
2014-05-01 A stunning novel about friendship, war, and
one girl's bravery which changes her life forever.It's
1943, and twelve-year-old Lily Tregenza lives on a farm
in an idyllic seaside village in England. Apart from her
father being away and the "townie" evacuees at school,
her life is scarcely touched by the war . . . until Lily
and her family, along with 3,000 other villagers, are
ordered to evacuate their homes to allow the Allied
forces to practice their landings for D-day. It's a
dangerous operation--guns firing and bombs exploding-and the whole area is off-limits. But Adolphus Tips,
Lily's adored cat, has other ideas--barbed wire and
"Keep out!" signs mean nothing to her. Tips (cont'd)
Access Wendy Wren 2005 Strategies for encouraging lower
ability students to discuss themes and teaching points
are given in starter and plenary suggestions in the
Teacher's Guide. Extra emphasis is given on helping
lower ability students with writing assignments.
Comprehensive coverage of the Framework objectives and
strategies. Offers suggestions for delivery of
activities from all 36 sections in the two student
books, including Speaking and Listening, and Drama.
The Lady and the Squire Terry Jones 2002-01-31 An
adventure story set in the time of the Crusades. The
central character, Tom, is a boy who runs away from home
to discover what the noble life of a knight is really
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